
Event with description Dates Location

NORTHERN GRIFFIN 19

Partner Nation (FIN) exercise

To initiate the work with the tactical subject of 2019/2020.   The aims of 

the activity are to: • Expound doctrine. • Have a tactical theme/doctrine 

discussion in terrain. • Have an operational and tactical discussions on 

subjects identified during STUPER EK relevant to the LCC and DDIV 

orders. • Check up on the DDIV OPORD in the light of the terrain in 

order to  expose possible shortcomings Determine potential discussion 

themes/issues.  

24 Feb-23 

Mar
FIN

POSEIDON 19

National (ROU) exercise

To promote mutual understanding, confidence, interoperability and 

defense cooperation among participating nations;

To enhance operational capabilities and readiness of all participants;

To exercise NATO maritime warfare procedures and tactics in a joint 

interagency, multinational environment;

1-16 Mar ROU

AUSTERE CHALLENGE

National (USA) exercise

Train the USEUCOM staff and the primary components in full spectrum 

high intensity conflict. 

13-26 Mar DEU

ARIADNE 19

National (GRC) exercise

To train participating staffs and units in conducting MCM Operations, 

enhance the cooperation level and improve mutual training and 

interoperability among participating nations. 

14-21 Mar GRC

SZENTESI FOKOS 19

National (HUN) exercise

To train the engineer companies in complex situations day and night 

and to prepare the staff of the Battalion Battle Group for operations with 

engineer elements.

1-30 Apr 

(TBD)
HUN

SPARTAN WARRIOR II 19

National (USA) exercise

AOC, CRC, tactical C2 exercise.

5-17 Apr DEU

SEA SHIELD 19 

National (ROU) exercise

To promote mutual understanding, confidence, interoperability and 

defense cooperation among participating nations; To enhance 

operational capabilities and readiness of all participants; To exercise 

NATO maritime warfare procedures and tactics in a joint interagency, 

multinational environment; To   exercise   NATO   maritime   procedures   

for   command,   control   and communications.

8-12 Apr ROU
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JOINT WARRIOR I 19

National (GBR) exercise

Provide a joint, multi-threat environment in which UK, NATO and 

ALLIED units and their staff may undertake collective training in tactical 

formations in preparation for employment in a combined joint task force. 

22 Apr-5 

May
GBR

ESP MINEX 19 

National (ESP) exercise

To improve cooperation and effectiveness of allied MCM units and 

Staffs in expeditionary MCM OPS in a crisis scenario. 

29 Apr-9 

May
ESP

SPRING STORM 19

National (EST) exercise

Annual multilateral FTX in that is part of Estonia's conscript training 

cycle.

29 Apr-10 

May
EST

DACIAN LANCER 19

National (ROU) exercise

To maintain the operational capacity of HQ MND-SE regarding the 

planning and execution of joint and multinational military operations 

while deployed.

30 Apr-29 

Jun (TBD)
ROU

EAGLE TALON 19

National (POL) exercise

To improve C2 System of ACC.

1-31 May 

(TBD)
POL

FLAMING SWORD 19 

National (LTU) exercise

Regional SOF exercise with the aim to enhance Baltic Region’s and 

allies’ SOF interoperability during collective defense operations in Baltic 

Region. 

1-31 May 

(TBD)
LTU

DACIAN ARROW 19 

National (ROU) exercise

To share experience and to practice tactics and procedures associated 

with the employment of air power in order to increase the proficiency in 

the field of air operations, the interoperability and the confidence 

between NATO allies and partner states. 

1-16 May ROU

MARE APERTO 19 -1

National (ITA) exercise

To conduct advanced integrated training characterized by serial events 

focused on ASW, AAW, EW, Seamanship, MIO, Amph, NGF and CAS 

(dry) IOT enhance staffs and participating forces training. 

5-17 May ITA

IMMEDIATE RESPONSE 19

National (USA) exercise

Multinational exercise in the Balkan Region CPX/FTX to sustain 

interoperatility and combined training.

10-23 May HRV, SVK, SVN
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CELULEX 19 

National (PRT) exercise

To plan and conduct CBRN missions in a civil-emergency environment 

at a tactical level.

12-16 May PRT

IT-MINEX 19

National (ITA) exercise

To train participating staffs, ship’s crew, EOD/CD/UD/AUV teams, in 

planning, conducting and analyzing MCM OPS in a realistic scenario 

and to test experimental MW tactics. 

14-23 May ITA

ISTRIA I 19 

National (ROU) exercise

To practice NATO Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures associated with 

Air Defense (AD), Suppression of Enemy Air Defences (SEAD), Close 

Air Support (CAS) and Air Interdiction (AI) in an international and joint 

environment.

31 May-29 

Jun
ROU

SUMMER SHIELD 19

National (LVA) exercise

Tactical level exercise. To train Land Forces CS units and Infantry BNs 

to integrate Joint Fires and other CS assets (Recce, Eng, Arty, AD, 

CBRN). 

1-15 Jun LVA

SABER KNIGHT 19

National (DNK) exercise

To train Bde commanders and staffs ability to take appropriate tactical 

decisions during execution and simultaneously to conduct timely parallel 

planning that sets the conditions necessary for execution in upcoming 

phases (CPX).  

1-16 Jun DNK

BLACK SWAN 19

National (HUN) exercise

To train the integration of Special Forces and General Purpose Forces 

on tactical level in unconventional and hybrid environment.

3-21 Jun HUN, BGR

BALTOPS 19 

National (USA) exercise

Maritime  PfP exercise.

3-22 Jun POL

SABER GUARDIAN 19

National (USA) exercise

A PfP CAX/CPX exercise in peace support operations, linked to 

company level FTX. 

3-24 Jun ROU, BGR, HUN

GOLDEN WINGS  19 

National (ITA) exercise

Plan and conduct an offensive/defensive operation in an Art 5 scenario.

4-28 Jun ITA
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JUSTICE SWORD 19 

National (ROU) exercise

Training personnel in order to maintain the level of interoperability and 

operational capacity and to improve the personnel skills in planning and 

conducting operations in a complex environment.

4-30 Jun ROU 

ADRIATIC STRIKE 19

National (SVN) exercise

Train JTAC/FAC and Air Crews for Close Air Support. 

6-11 Jun SVN

IRON WOLF I 19 

National (LTU) exercise

Train and Assess Multinational BN battle groups abilities to plan and 

conduct Defence/ Offence in Decisive action environment and improve 

the level of interoperability of multinational forces.

10-21 Jun LTU

DRAGON-19 

National (POL) exercise

To examine subordinated HQs and units to plan and execute military 

operation. 

15-25 Jun POL

SHABLA 19 

National (BGR) exercise

To conduct joint bilateral air defence firing, to improve operational and 

tactical interoperability.

15 Jun-15 

Jul (TBD)
BGR

SPARTAN WARRIOR III 19

National (USA) exercise

AOC, CRC, tactical C2 exercise.

5-17 Jul DEU

BREEZE 19 

National (BGR) exercise

To enhance the interoperability on tactical level among participating 

naval units and staffs in conducting conventional and non-conventional 

warfare procedures;  To improve the level of interagency coordination 

and refinement of cooperation with GOs/NGOs. 

12-21 Jul BGR

PLATINUM LION 19 

National (BGR) exercise

Company to Battalion-level PKO/COIN event designed to provide 

quality, organized, realistic training for designated military units.  

Utilizing expertise from USMC and NATO Allies in order to build partner 

nation capacity, reinforce relationships in a joint training environment 

and increase interoperability of allied/partner forces. 

21 Jul-3 Aug BGR

COMBINED RESOLVE XXII 19

National (USA) exercise

Develop RAF/NRF capabilities in and FCX/LFX force-onforce focusing 

on multinational Unified Land Operations using NATO Standart 

Operating Procedures. 

27 Jul-29 

Aug (TBD)
DEU
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AMPLE STRIKE 19 

National (CZE) exercise

To provide full spectrum, realistic, live/virtual training to Air Land 

Integration (ALI) elements in order to provide a measurable increase in 

proficiency, standardization and interoperability.

28 Aug-17 

Sep
CZE

ISTRIA II 19 

National (ROU) exercise

To practice NATO Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures associated with 

Air Defense (AD), Suppression of Enemy Air Defences (SEAD), Close 

Air Support (CAS) and Air Interdiction (AI) in an international and joint 

environment.

31 Aug-29 

Sep
ROU


